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Figure 1. Our unsupervised StyleGAN image restoration method is robust and effective across a variety of tasks (left, top to bottom:
upsampling, denoising, deartifacting, and inpainting) and a wide range of degradation levels. Since it avoids the need for task-specific
hyperparameter tuning, it can directly handle combinations of such degradations, e.g., pairs (center) or even all four (right).

Abstract

GAN-based image restoration inverts the generative
process to repair images corrupted by known degrada-
tions. Existing unsupervised methods must be carefully
tuned for each task and degradation level. In this work,
we make StyleGAN image restoration robust: a single
set of hyperparameters works across a wide range of
degradation levels. This makes it possible to handle
combinations of several degradations, without the need
to retune. Our proposed approach relies on a 3-phase
progressive latent space extension and a conservative
optimizer, which avoids the need for any additional reg-
ularization terms. Extensive experiments demonstrate
robustness on inpainting, upsampling, denoising, and
deartifacting at varying degradations levels, outperform-
ing other StyleGAN-based inversion techniques. Our
approach also favorably compares to diffusion-based
restoration by yielding much more realistic inversion
results. Code is available at the above URL.

1. Introduction
Image restoration, the task of recovering a high quality

image from a degraded input, is a long-standing problem
in image processing and computer vision. Since differ-
ent restoration tasks—such as denoising, upsampling,

deartifacting, etc.—can be quite distinct, many recent
approaches [9, 10, 37, 54, 61, 62] propose to solve them
in a supervised learning paradigm by leveraging curated
datasets specifically designed for the task at hand. Un-
fortunately, designing task-specific approaches requires
retraining large networks on each task separately.

In parallel, the advent of powerful generative models
has enabled the emergence of unsupervised restoration
methods [42], which do not require task-specific training.
The idea is to invert the generative process to recover
a clean image. Assuming a known (or approximate)
degradation model, the optimization procedure there-
fore attempts to recover an image that both: 1) closely
matches the target degraded image after undergoing a
similar degradation model (fidelity); and 2) lies in the
space of realistic images learned by the GAN (realism).

In the recent literature, StyleGAN [29–31] has been
found to be particularly effective for unsupervised image
restoration [13–15, 39, 40] because of the elegant design
of its latent space. Indeed, these approaches leverage
style inversion techniques [3, 4] to solve for a latent vec-
tor that, when given to the generator, creates an image
close to the degraded target. Unfortunately, this only
works when such a match actually exists in the model
distribution, which is rarely the case in practice. Hence,
effective methods extend the learned latent space to cre-
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ate additional degrees of freedom to admit more images;
this creates the need for additional regularization losses.
Hyperparameters must therefore carefully be tuned for
each specific task and degradation level.

In this work, we make unsupervised StyleGAN image
restoration-by-inversion robust to the type and intensity
of degradations. Our proposed method employs the same
hyperparameters across all tasks and levels and does not
rely on any regularization loss. Our approach leans on
two key ideas. First, we rely on a 3-phase progressive
latent space extension: we begin by optimizing over the
learned (global) latent space, then expand it across in-
dividual layers of the generator, and finally expand it
further across individual filters—where optimization at
each phase is initialized with the result of the previous
one. Second, we rely on a conservative, normalized gra-
dient descent (NGD) [58] optimizer which is naturally
constrained to stay close to its initial point compared to
more sophisticated approaches such as Adam [33]. This
combination of prudent optimization over a progressively
richer latent space avoids additional regularization terms
altogether and keep the overall procedure simple and
constant across all tasks. We evaluate our method on
upsampling, inpainting, denoising and deartifacting on
a wide range of degradation levels, achieving state-of-
the-art results on most scenarios even when baselines are
optimized on each independently. We also show that our
approach outperforms existing techniques on composi-
tions of these tasks without changing hyperparameters.
• We propose a robust 3-phase StyleGAN image restora-

tion framework. Our optimization technique maintains:
1) strong realism when degradations level are high; and
2) high fidelity when they are low. Our method is fully
unsupervised, requires no per-task training, and can
handle different tasks at different levels without having
to adjust hyperparameters.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method under diverse and composed degradations.
We develop a benchmark of synthetic image restora-
tion tasks—making their degradation levels easy to
control—with care taken to avoid unrealistic assump-
tions. Our method outperforms existing unsuper-
vised [13, 40] and diffusion-based [32] approaches.

2. Related work

This section covers previous work on StyleGAN in-
version by optimization and its use for image restoration,
and discusses related works on generative priors. Be-
cause the literature on general purpose image restoration
is so extensive, we do not attempt to review it here and
instead refer the reader to recent surveys [18, 19, 35, 57].
GANs and StyleGAN inversion Generative adver-
sarial networks [20] (GANs) are a popular technique

for generative modeling. In particular, the StyleGAN
family [28–31] learns a highly compressed latent repre-
sentation of its domain and stands out for its popularity
and generation quality. Great progress has been made in
StyleGAN inversion: reversing the generation process to
infer latent parameters that generate a given image [59].

Thanks to inversion, StyleGAN has found use in many
image editing [23, 43, 51] and restoration [13–15, 39, 40]
tasks. Purely optimization-based techniques were studied
extensively [3, 4, 26, 44, 46, 66] in the context of image
editing. These methods extend the learned latent space
of a pretrained StyleGAN model (commonly namedW)
by adding additional parameters to optimize over it. The
most common approach consists of using a different la-
tent code for each layer [3] (dubbedW+). Going beyond
W+ has also been explored in [46] who propose to fine-
tune generator parameters, and [44] which uses different
latent codes for each convolution filter. We build on these
techniques by developing an inversion method designed
specifically for robust image restoration.
Generative priors for unsupervised image restora-
tion Since the initial work of Bora et al. [6], mul-
tiple papers have used generative priors for unsupervised
image restoration [21, 25]. Pan et al. [42] obtained high-
resolution results with BigGAN [7]. They relax their
latent inversion method by introducing a coarse-to-fine,
layer-by-layer generator fine-tuning. Our method differs
in that it addresses robustness and compositionality.
StyleGAN image restoration Inversion methods de-
signed for editing cannot be applied directly for restora-
tion because loss functions are applied to degraded tar-
gets rather than clean images. Previous works address
this with additional regularization terms and/or optimizer
constraints. Of note, PULSE [40] proposed StyleGAN
inversion for image upsampling, using a regularizer min-
imizing the latent extension toW+ and a spherical opti-
mization technique on a Gaussian approximation ofW .
While PULSE succeeds in preserving high realism, it
obtains low fidelity when the downsampling factor is
small. ILO [15] uses similar regularization techniques,
and further extends the latent space by optimizing in-
termediate feature maps in a progressive fashion (layer-
by-layer) while constraining the solutions to sparse de-
viations from the range. More recently, SGILO [14]
proposes to replace this sparsity constraint and instead
trains a score-based model to learn the distribution of the
outputs of an intermediate layer in the StyleGAN gen-
erator. BRGM [39] frames GAN inversion as Bayesian
inference and estimates the maximum a-posteriori over
the input latent vector that generated the reconstructed
image given different regularization constraints. Its fol-
lowup, L-BRGM [13], jointly optimizes the Z (before
the mapping network) andW spaces, further improving
quality. In contrast, our work achieves robustness by
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Figure 2. Unsupervised image restoration with StyleGAN at-
tempts to restore a degraded target image y = f(yclean) by
finding a generated image xclean that matches this target once
also degraded x = f̂(xclean) (sec. 3); here, f̂ is a differentiable
approximation to the degradation function f and yclean is the
(unknown) ground truth image.

avoiding any such regularization losses.
Other similar works StyleGAN inversion was used
to restore old photographs in [38]. Their method also re-
stores a mixture of degradations, but is designed for real
degradations (not robustness) and uses a task-specific en-
coder, while ours method is fully unsupervised. Multiple
supervised methods [22, 34, 36, 56, 64, 65] focus on faces
only, whereas our method does not use face-specific loss
functions [16], is fully unsupervised, and works across a
variety of image domains.
Diffusion models Denoising diffusion probabilis-
tic models (DDPMs) [53], trained on extremely large
datasets (e.g., billions of images for [45,47,49]), have re-
cently been shown to outclass GANs when it comes to im-
age generation quality [17]. New approaches have been
proposed to tackle image restoration using DDPMs, e.g.,
Palette [48] obtains excellent results by training the same
model for several different tasks. Denoising diffusion
restoration models (DDRM) [32] show that pretrained
DDPMs can be used for unsupervised restoration tasks,
but are limited to linear inverse problems with additive
Gaussian noise. In contrast, our method is more flexible
since it only requires a differentiable approximation of
the degradation function, which can be non-linear.

3. Image restoration with StyleGAN

As illustrated in fig. 2, StyleGAN inversion attemps to
recover an image xclean that best matches an (unknown)
ground truth image yclean. To this end, we aim to search
for a latent code w ∈ W such that xclean = G(w) best
matches yclean under some image distance function `.
The resulting minimization problem,

w = arg min
w̃∈W

`
(
G(w̃),yclean

)
, (1)
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Figure 3. Our 3-phase latent extension (sec. 4.1) approach. (a)
Phase I uses a global latent code w, resulting in a prediction
x. (b) Phase II performs layer-wise latent expansion, resulting
in matrix w+ and in a prediction x+. (c) Phase III performs
filter-wise latent expansion, resulting in tensor w++ and the
final prediction x++.

can be solved by gradient descent. In image restoration,
the ground truth image yclean is unknown: we are in-
stead given a target image y = f(yclean), the result of
a (non-injective, potentially non-differentiable) degra-
dation function f . Assuming that a differentiable ap-
proximation f̂ ≈ f can be constructed, restoration is
performed by solving for

w = arg min
w̃∈W

`
(
f̂(G(w̃)),y

)
. (2)

This can be generalized to compositions of k different
degradations, i.e., {fi}ki=1, by solving for

w = arg min
w̃∈W

`
(
[f̂k ◦ ... ◦ f̂2 ◦ f̂1](G(w̃)),y

)
, (3)

where ◦ is the composition operator. Here, it is assumed
that each subfunction fi has a differentiable approxima-
tion f̂i, and that the order of composition is known.

As described in sec. 2, this naı̈ve approach finds so-
lutions that have high realism (look like real faces), but
low fidelity (do not match the degraded target). Fidelity
is most commonly improved by 1) performing latent ex-
tension [3], that is, solving for w+ ∈ W+ which has
many more degrees of freedom; and 2) using a better
performing optimizer like Adam [33]. These techniques
both improve fidelity but also damage realism, motivat-
ing the use of regularization losses which must carefully
be adjusted for different tasks [13, 39, 40]. In the next
section, we show how the choice of latent extension and
optimizer avoids the need for these regularizers.

4. Robust StyleGAN inversion
We propose an inversion method designed specifically

for robust image restoration, which revisits each aspect
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of the unsupervised StyleGAN optimization pipeline,
namely latent extension, optimization, and loss functions.

4.1. Robust latent extension

Inspired by the intuition that initialization is the best
regularization [46], we propose a three-phase latent ex-
tension, where each phase is initialized by the outcome
of the previous one, see fig. 3. Given a pretrained Style-
GAN2 [31] model with NL layers in the generator, we
denote style vectors sli ∈ R512 at layer l ∈ [1, NL] used
to modulate convolution weights θl ∈ R512×512. Assum-
ing 1× 1 filters to simplify notation1, each feature map
pixel pl ∈ R512 is processed by

pl+1
i = (θli � sli)pl , (4)

producing output feature pl+1
i ∈ R where i ∈ [0, 512].

Phase I performs global style modulation (fig. 3-(a)),
and solves for a single latent vector w ∈ W = R512

shared across all layers as in eq. (3). Prior to optimization,
w is initialized to the mean ofW over the training set,
i.e., Ew̃∈W [w̃]. Here, the style modulation vector sli in
eq. (4) can be written as

sli = Al(w) , (5)

where Al is the corresponding affine projection layer
(which multiplies by a weight matrix and adds a bias).
Phase II performs layer-wise latent extension [3]
(fig. 3-(b)), and solves for a latent matrixw+ ∈ W+ =
RNL×512. Each row of w+ is initialized to w. Style
modulation for this phase becomes

sli = Al(w+
l ) . (6)

Phase III performs filter-wise latent extension (fig. 3-
(c)), and solves for a latent tensor w++ ∈ W++ =
RNF×NL×512, where a different latent code is used for
each convolution filter and where NF is the number of
such filters. Each submatrix ofw++ is initialized tow+.
Style modulation for this phase becomes

sli = Al(w++
i,l ) . (7)

4.2. Robust optimization

While most inversion approaches use the Adam [33]
optimizer to solve eq. (3), we instead propose coupling
our 3-phase latent extension with a weaker optimizer,
normalized gradient decent (NGD) [58], a simple variant
of SGD that normalizes the gradient before each step:

∇̄w`(w) =
∇w`(w)

||∇w`(w)||2
, (8)

1In the 3× 3 case, operations are repeated spatially and summed.

Algorithm 1: Robust StyleGAN inversion.
Output: restored image x++

# Phase I
1 w = Ew̃∈W [w̃]
2 for 1 to 150 do
3 x← G(w)

4 w ← 0.08∇̄w`(f̂(x),y)

# Phase II
5 w+ = repeat(w, NL)
6 for 1 to 150 do
7 x+ ← G+(w+)

8 w+ ← 0.02∇̄w`(f̂(x+),y)

# Phase III
9 w++ = repeat(w+, NF )

10 for 1 to 150 do
11 x++ ← G++(w++)

12 w++ ← 0.005∇̄w++`(f̂(x++),y)

13 return x++

Here, the gradient ∇̄w`(w) is explicitly set to 0 when
||∇w`(w)||2 = 0. Following latent extension, we nor-
malize each latent code separately (i.e. each row ofw+

and w++). NGD conserves loss scale invariance, a key
property of Adam that avoids learning rate adjustments
following loss function changes.

4.3. Robust loss function

The staple loss function in StyleGAN inversion is the
LPIPS [63] perceptual loss combined with a L2 or L1 [4]
pixel-wise loss. We found a multiresolution loss function
to be much more robust, and use:

`MR(x,y) =

k∑
i=1

`LPIPS(φ(x, 2i), φ(y, 2i)) , (9)

where φ(·, 2i) downsamples by a factor of 2i using aver-
age pooling, and we set k = 6 for image resolution of
10242. All resolutions are weighted equally, giving our
final loss function ` = λL1`L1 + `MR with λL1 = 0.1.

4.4. Overall algorithm

Alg. 1 provides a detailed pseudo-code of our method.
G+ and G++ denote the synthesis network G after mod-
ification to accept w+ ∈ W+ and w++ ∈ W++, re-
spectively. Hyperparameters like learning rates and num-
ber of steps are explicitly provided since they are held
constant across all tasks. Their values were found by
cross-validation on a subset of the FFHQ training set.

5. Benchmarking restoration robustness
This section first describes the proposed degradation

models used in all experiments as well as their respec-
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tive differentiable approximations. It then explains how
compositions of tasks were formed.

5.1. Individual degradations

Experiments are performed on four common sources
of image degradation: upsampling, inpainting, denoising,
and deartifacting. Synthetic models are used to facilitate
comparison at different degradation levels. Each degra-
dation is tested at five levels, which are referred to as
extra-small (XS), small (S), medium (M), large (L), and
extra-large (XL). Parameters for each degradation level
will be provided below for each task in that same order.
Fig. 4 shows examples of all four degradations at the XS
and XL levels, see supp.
Upsampling targets y are produced by downsam-
pling ground truth images yclean by integer factors
kdown ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Downsampling filters are uni-
formly sampled from the commonly used bilinear, bicu-
bic, and Lanczos filters, which provides a coarse but
broad range of aliasing profiles. During inversion, aver-
age pooling is used as the approximation f̂ in all cases.
Inpainting aims to predict missing regions in
an image. To test a variety of masking conditions,
random masks are generated by drawing kstrokes ∈
{1, 5, 9, 13, 17} random strokes of width 0.08r where
r is the image resolution, each stroke connecting two
random points situated in the outer thirds of the image.
In this task, f̂ = f i.e. we assume that the mask is
known. To avoid the bias introduced by black pixels
when evaluating the LPIPS loss, identical noise of distri-
bution N (0.5, 1) is added to the masked region of both
the prediction and the target before computing LPIPS.
Denoising targets are generated by using a mixture
of Poisson and Bernouilli noise, simulating common
sources of noise in cameras, namely shot noise and
dead (or hot) pixels respectively. This is a challenging
scenario because unlike Gaussian noise, Poisson noise
is non-additive and signal-dependent, while Bernouilli
noise is biased. Additionally, both are non-differentiable.
We used the parameters kp ∈ {96, 48, 24, 12, 6} and
kb ∈ {0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, 0.64} where kp gives the
most likely value added to a pixel (independently for
each channel) according to a Poisson distribution, and kb
the probability that all channels of a pixel are replaced
with black. We also account for clamping during image
serialization, resulting in the overall noise model:

clamp(p′ ·m)

255
,where p′ ∼ P(kpp),m ∼ B(kb) ,

(10)
for a ground truth image pixel value p ∈ [0.0, 1.0] and
where clamp(·) saturates all values outside of [0, 255].
Note that p′ can only take discrete values. For the
differentiable approximation f̂ , we replace the (non-
differentiable, discrete) Poisson noise with a Gaussian ap-

proximationN (kpp−0.5,
√
kpp) and treat the Bernoulli

noise as an unknown mask. We also use a surrogate gra-
dient for clamp:

d

dp
clamp(p) ≈ d

dp
sigmoid(2 · (p− 0.5)) . (11)

Deartifacting is performed on JPEG images com-
pressed with libjpeg [2, 12] at quality levels kjpeg ∈
{18, 15, 12, 9, 6}. The lossy part of JPEG compression
can be expressed as

quantize ◦DCT ◦ to blocks ◦ chroma subsample .
(12)

Here, 4:2:2 chroma subsampling is used. This final quan-
tization step rounds each DCT component c(k)i,j positioned
in the kth block at indices i, j with

quantize(c
(k)
i,j ) = bc(k)i,j /Qi,je , (13)

where Qi,j ∈ [1, 255] ⊂ N is the corresponding value
from the quantization table. Rounding is the only non-
differentiable part of this chain (the lossless part of JPEG
compression does not need to be differentiated). We
read the quantization tables from file headers and use
Lomnitz’s implementation [1] of [52], which proposes
differentiable rounding:

bpe ≈ bpe+ (p− bpe)3 . (14)

We use this approximation to define a surrogate gradient
(keeping the forward pass exact), and interpolate with a
straight-through gradient estimator at α = 0.8:

d

dp
bpe ≈ d

dp

[
(1− α)p+ α(p− bpe)3

]
. (15)

5.2. Composed degradations

Eq. (3) assumes knowledge of the order in which
degradations are applied. In this work, the following
restoration order is used:

inpaint ◦ deartifact ◦ denoise ◦ upsample . (16)

Task compositions are created with (subsequences of)
this ordering. For example, upsampling and deartifacting
form a composition of length 2. All compositions were
formed with tasks at degradation level medium (M).

6. Comparison to StyleGAN-based methods
6.1. Models, datasets, and metrics

The PyTorch implementation [41] of StyleGAN2-
ADA [28] is used in all experiments. In particular, we
use the model pretrained on the FFHQ dataset [30] at
1024 × 1024 resolution. Since the model is trained on
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Figure 4. Randomly selected qualitative restoration results on each independent task, for both extra-small and extra-large levels
of degradation. Top to bottom: (degraded) target, ours, L-BRGM [13], and PULSE [40]. Left to right: upsampling, inpainting,
denoising, and deartifacting. Our method shows better robustness to variations in levels of degradation. See supp. for more results.

the entire FFHQ dataset, we gathered an additional 100
test images, dubbed “FFHQ extras” (FFHQ-X), using the
same alignment script. Overlap with FFHQ was avoided
by filtering by date (see supp.).

Performance was measured via accuracy, realism,
and fidelity metrics. Accuracy was measured with the
LPIPS [63] between the predictions and the ground truth
images. Realism was measured using the PatchFID [8]
(pFID): FID [24] measured on image patches. More
specifically, we extracted 1000 random crops of size
128 × 128 per image, computing the FID of all crops
from predictions to all crops from our FFHQ-X dataset.
Finally, fidelity between degraded predictions and targets
was measured using the LPIPS; this was done by degrad-
ing predictions with the true degradation to ignore the
effect of differentiable approximations.

6.2. Baselines

Our method is compared on FFHQ-X against two
unsupervised StyleGAN image restoration techniques,
PULSE [40] and the current state of the art L-BRGM [13].
The same pretrained network is used for all approaches.
PULSE [40] We adapted PULSE to use StyleGAN2-
ADA and to tasks other than upsampling by increasing
the number of steps from 100 to 250 and adjusting the
learning rate to 0.8 (manual inspection on validation data)
to increase its robustness to novel tasks.
L-BRGM [13] We adjust its learning rate λlr = 0.05
by manual inspection. L-BRGM uses best-of-k random

initialization; because initialization is difficult under high
degradations, we doubled the number of samples from
100 to 200 and added a 0.8 truncation [30] to avoid out-
liers. L-BRGM also performs early stopping by inspect-
ing the ground truth; for a fair comparison, we instead
fixed the number of steps to 500 as in BRGM [39].
Hyperparameter optimization for baselines We op-
timize the accuracy metric for the baselines hyperparame-
ters for each (task, level) pair individually directly on the
FFHQ-X test set (see supp. for more details). In addition,
baselines employ the ground truth Bernouilli mask (see
sec. 5.1) in their differentiable approximation of eq. (10).
Doing so was necessary for good performance.
Our method We adjust hyperameters (learning rate
and number of iterations, see alg. 1) once on validation
data, then run our benchmark on the test set with no per-
task or per-level hyperparameter adjustment: our method
uses the same hyperparameters across all tasks and levels.
Our method is not provided the Bernouilli mask. The
total number of steps (450) is less than the 500 used for
L-BRGM.

6.3. Experimental results

Robustness to degradation levels Our benchmark
is run on our FFQH-X test set (sec. 6.1) on all five levels
of degradation for each individual task, and quantitative
results are presented in tab. 1. Recall from sec. 6.2 that
our method, which employs a single set of hyperparam-
eters across all experiments, is pitted against baselines
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Accur. (LPIPS) ↓ Fidelity (LPIPS) ↓ Realism (pFID) ↓
PULS L-BRG OURS PULS L-BRG OURS PULS L-BRG OURS

Upsampling (bilinear, bicubic or Lanczos)
XS .493 .407 .414 .432 .295 .313 44.5 23.6 17.0
S .492 .412 .449 .353 .140 .239 34.3 25.5 22.0
M .495 .458 .472 .261 .124 .172 29.3 35.4 22.3
L .501 .487 .490 .185 .129 .127 21.9 26.0 20.9

XL .512 .506 .514 .083 .095 .090 24.9 21.3 21.3

Denoising (clamped Poisson and Bernoulli mixture)
XS .501 .440 .425 .275 .152 .156 56.1 27.2 18.5
S .499 .450 .434 .252 .138 .140 53.7 28.6 19.1
M .500 .465 .446 .224 .155 .130 54.5 22.1 19.8
L .501 .481 .457 .185 .138 .110 56.4 24.6 19.2

XL .504 .511 .474 .134 .110 .084 49.4 25.1 17.9

Deartifacting (JPEG compression)
XS .498 .442 .432 .404 .341 .349 52.3 26.3 14.8
S .497 .448 .437 .398 .352 .350 49.6 22.4 15.4
M .498 .461 .445 .413 .357 .357 33.2 24.1 15.4
L .500 .475 .460 .395 .367 .374 46.9 25.2 16.0

XL .508 .503 .490 .427 .418 .412 30.8 22.1 18.7

Inpainting (random strokes)
XS .498 .409 .378 .464 .374 .348 46.9 24.4 12.9
S .501 .425 .387 .356 .287 .264 42.3 27.2 14.2
M .509 .438 .396 .283 .227 .206 38.5 30.1 14.5
L .513 .452 .409 .231 .184 .163 32.6 33.1 15.3

XL .524 .460 .422 .187 .157 .132 36.2 25.2 15.9

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on individual tasks against
baselines (“PULS” [40] and “L-BRG” [13]). Baselines are
optimized for accuracy on each row separately, while ours uses
the same set of hyperparameters across all. Despite this clear
handicap, our method is either on par or outperforms baselines.
Results color-coded as best and second best .

with hyperparameters optimized for each task and level
individually. Despite this obvious impediment, our pro-
posed method outperforms baselines in the vast majority
of scenarios. In particular, it reaches better accuracy in
the majority of tasks against baselines optimized for ac-
curacy, and realism is strictly better. Fig. 4 illustrates the
improved visual quality obtained with our method.
Robustness to compositions Robustness to compo-
sitions of degradations was evaluated by forming all pos-
sible subsequences of degradations (order in eq. (16))
at medium level. Quantitative results are aggregated in
tab. 2, while fig. 5 presents qualitative examples. Our
results show that both high fidelity and high realism are
maintained with our method, while the baselines struggle
under varied degradations.

7. Comparison to diffusion models
We compare our approach to the recent “Denoising

diffusion restoration model” (DDRM) [32], which also
does not require problem-specific supervised training and
leverages a pre-trained (DDPM [53]) model. Importantly,
DDRM is designed only for linear inverse problems with
additive Gaussian noise, where the degradation model is

Accur. (LPIPS) ↓ Fidelity (LPIPS) ↓ Realism (pFID) ↓
PULS L-BRG OURS PULS L-BRG OURS PULS L-BRG OURS

2 degradations
NA .517 .485 .459 .328 .301 .290 43.4 24.2 17.3
AP .511 .478 .457 .270 .231 .204 29.7 17.6 17.0
UA .510 .518 .508 .307 .348 .287 23.7 20.5 19.7
NP .511 .480 .458 .125 .079 .062 47.0 20.9 19.2
UN .501 .519 .511 .178 .149 .153 33.4 26.2 21.1
UP .510 .478 .485 .140 .061 .089 23.9 35.3 20.7

3 degradations
UNP .510 .526 .507 .086 .062 .051 28.5 22.1 20.1
UAP .525 .523 .513 .205 .154 .119 23.0 18.4 20.5
UNA .521 .535 .533 .265 .310 .290 26.2 20.7 22.8
NAP .526 .502 .470 .210 .197 .160 38.7 18.4 18.5

4 degradations
UNAP .533 .546 .525 .192 .177 .131 25.5 21.1 21.8

Table 2. Quantitative comparison on composed tasks (at
medium levels) against baselines (“PULS” [40] and “L-
BRG” [13]). Baselines are optimized for accuracy on each
row separately, while ours uses the same set of hyperparameters
across all. Despite this clear handicap, our method is either
on par or outperforms baselines. Acronyms indicate restora-
tions: Upsampling, deNoising, deArtifacting, and/or inPainting.
Results color-coded as best and second best .

Accur. (LPIPS) ↓ Realism (pFID) ↓
DDRM OURS DDRM OURS

Exact Upsampling (known average pooling)
0.412 0.443 44.75 18.92

Inexact Upsampling (unknown nearest-neighbor)
0.559 0.539 67.06 32.81

Linear Denoising (additive Gaussian noise)
0.336 0.452 43.28 19.25

Nonlinear Denoising (clamped additive Gaussian noise)
0.530 0.450 156.1 19.06

Inpainting (masking random strokes)
0.289 0.301 26.12 25.71

Uncropping (top left corner unmasked)
0.468 0.418 34.33 17.645

Table 3. Quantitative comparison to DDRM [32] on accuracy
and realism (see sec. 7). Results are color-coded as best .

perfectly known. Therefore, for each of the upsampling,
denoising and inpainting tasks, we experiment with both:
1) a linear inverse problem with known parameters; and 2)
an adjusted version which is either non-linear, where the
extract degradation model is unknown, or a more extreme
version of the problem. Specifically, we test: average
pooling (known, linear) vs nearest-neighbor (unknown)
32× (XL) upsampling; additive Gaussian noise (linear)
vs clamped (to [0, 255]) additive Gaussian noise (non-
linear) with σ2 = 0.8 (XL) for both; and masking strokes
(at XL level) vs uncropping the top-left corner (XXL).
DDRM is available on CelebA (not FFHQ) at 256× 256,
so we use the corresponding StyleGAN2-ADA pretrained
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparisons on all possible compositions of the four tasks given medium levels of degradation. Samples are
chosen randomly, and acronyms indicate the degradations: Upsampling, inPainting, deNoising and/or deArtifacting (sec. 6.3).

U

Horses Churches Dogs

N

A

P

BreCaHAD

Figure 6. Results on LSUN horses and churches [60], AFHQ-v2
Dogs [11] and BreCaHAD [5] at resolution 256×256 for small
upsampling (U), small denoising (N), medium deartifacting
(A), and medium inpainting (P); the left/right halves are the
target/restored images. See supp. for details and more results.

model. Due to the reduced resolution, pFID is measured
on 250 patches of size 64× 64.

Interestingly, we find that DDRM reproduces the tar-
gets almost perfectly (fidelity is near zero, see supp. for
details and qualitative results), to the point where it over-
fits to any deviation between its degradation model and
the true degradation. Tab. 3 presents the accuracy and
realism metrics for all the aforementioned tasks. While
the accuracy favors DDRM for the tasks which perfectly

match its assumptions, our approach outperforms it when
this is not the case. In addition, our method provides
significantly better realism across all scenarios. Overall,
our approach yields high resolution results with more
detail, can adapt to non-linear tasks, and it can also cope
with larger degradations.

8. Discussion

Limitations Our method is not restricted to faces and
works with any pretrained StyleGAN, as demonstrated
in fig. 6. However, it is inherently limited to the domain
learned by the GAN. Training StyleGAN on a large un-
structured dataset like ImageNet is difficult but recent
papers [27,50,55] have attained some success—applying
our method on some of these large-scale models is a
promising research avenue. Our method also faces the
same ethical considerations as the GAN it relies on. Fi-
nally, as with other methods [13, 32, 40], we also require
knowledge of an (approximate) degradation function.

Conclusion This paper presents a method which
makes StyleGAN-based image restoration robust to both
variability in degradation levels and to compositions of
different degradations. Our proposed method relies on a
conservative optimization procedure over a progressively
richer latent space and avoids regularization terms alto-
gether. Using a single set of hyperparameters, we obtain
competitive and even state-of-the-art results on several
challenging scenarios when compared to baselines that
are optimized for each task/level individually.
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